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Mercer Hotel Barcelona,
Barri Gòtic
On the ramparts
Made up of original Romanera walls and 14th-century
pointed archways, this
atmospheric 28-room affair
is located down a steep street
in Barri Gòtic. The peculiar
architectural history means
that no two rooms are the
same; many boast original
exposed bricks and wooden
ceiling struts alongside Italian
furniture and the odd tasteful
Arne Jacobsen lamp here
or Carl Hansen & Søn chair
there. The light is better the
higher you climb up the threestorey building; proximity to
the central courtyard also helps
in this regard.
7 Carrer dels Lledó, 08002
134 93 310 7480
mercerbarcelona.com
monocle comment:
Downstairs the eponymous
restaurant turns out a tidy
choice of Catalan cuisine
(try the grilled mussels), while
the small library, cocktail bar
and lobby overlooking the
courtyard are all apt places
to linger with a vermut.
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Cotton House Hotel,
Dreta de l’Eixample
Cut from a fine cloth

The Serras Hotel Barcelona,
Barri Gòtic
Work of art

The story of this 19thcentury building is told in
two staircases: to the right as
you enter through the stately
wooden doors is the original
white-marble affair, while on
the left is a contemporary
spiral model suspended from
six floors above – a feature of a
1957 refit. Both lead to a bright
first-floor reception, the Batuar
bar and restaurant, and a vast
terrace by Barcelona design
go-to Lázaro Rosa-Violán.
Opened in 2015 as a
Marriott hotel, the building
was once home to a family who
plied their trade in textiles, a
fact referenced in the hotel’s
bespoke shirt-tailoring space
L’Atelier. The 83 rooms range
from minuscule to massive.
670 Gran Via de les Corts
Catalanes, 08010
134 93 450 5045
hotelcottonhouse.com

Set back from the road facing
the Port Vell marina and out to
sea, this waterfront hotel has a
laidback tone set by the subtle
high hats of the background
jazz playing in the airy lobby.
“We didn’t want to be black
and white and modern, nor just
a classic hotel,” says general
manager Antonio Bignone.
“Instead we tried to play
with wooden textures and
Mediterranean colours.”
The result is an artful
accomplishment, with interiors
by designer Eva Martínez
and vast beds kitted out
with comfortable Hypnos
mattresses. The downstairs
restaurant is run by Marc
Gascons and prepped in an
open kitchen overseen by a
quiet mezzanine.
9 Passeig de Colom, 08002
134 93 169 1868
hoteltheserrasbarcelona.com

monocle comment: A bigbrand-but-beautiful renovation,
with grand communal areas and
a lively bar and terrace (which
regularly hosts a craft market),
breathed new life into the hotel.
Be sure to explore every nook.

monocle comment: The
1846 façade was designed by
Francesc Daniel Molina. And
it met with approval: Pablo
Picasso lived in the building
for about a year from 1896.

Ogle-worthy architecture
01 Mandarin Oriental,
Dreta de l’Eixample:
You need only venture
as far as the entrance
ramp on Passeig de
Gràcia (and gawp at the
soaring five-storey atrium
specked with irregular
windows) to know that
no expense was spared
in the renovation of this
120-room hotel in a
1930s bank building.
mandarinoriental.com
02 El Palauet Living,
Gràcia: Opened in 2010,
this former private home
(the name means “little
palace”) is dominated by
an original oak staircase.
It’s replete with period
features too: many-hued
glass windows, parquet
floors and a vast
chandelier from 1906.
elpalauet.com
03 Gran Hotel La Florida,
Tibidabo: Perched
on Mount Tibidabo, a
20-minute drive from
the city centre, this
70-room art deco gem
has a lobby of iron, dusky
wood and sculptures that
waver between tasteful
and ostentatious. Visit
Café 1924 for a look but
plump for a hotel closer
to the action.
hotellaflorida.com

Back in play
—
The massive 500-room Hotel
Princesa Sofia tower near
Camp Nou (FC Barcelona’s
football stadium) has had
a thoughtful revamp
and is popular with the
business crowd.
sofiabarcelona.com
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